We're making it easier to sell business:
Association Health Plan (AHP) like WTIA. See how UHC Plan.
welcome the opportunity to enroll new business into the WTIA Health targeted groups are priced at 10-15% under the renewal rates. We
RFP volume. Over half of these RFPs have been targeted to sell. These
new AHP choice to your clients. The WTIA has received a 30% increase in
and our other carrier partners are disrupting the market and bringing a
The WTIA Health Program in partnership with UnitedHealthcare (UHC)
processing.
check for services in the month of December if members have met their
report later this month from Premera. UHC will refund members via a
Deductible/OOPM Credits:
Dedicated CS team at 1-844-287-3116.
authorization in their
may not have been received yet. Members will be able to see any pre-
process for most groups. If your client recently renewed; that information
authorization report from Premera and UHC has begun that transfer
Prior Authorization Transfer:
https://www.whyuhc.com/wtia
Search for UHC providers including alternative providers. These providers do not come
network on top of their Choice Plus network in WA for additional
Searching for UHC Providers:
SSN and date of birth to get a virtual ID Card. Registration is easy!
UHC ID Cards:
unrelated internally aside from Vimly's standard COBRA takeover procedures.
provided to the new AHP. There will be no information carried over
COBRA participants should be included on the enrollment census that is
group enroll with Vimly under a different Association Health Plan (AHP),
will also be terminated for any current COBRA participants. Should your
Cobra:
Some important updates as it pertains to the transition:
Thank you to all the producers who worked with us on renewing business!
The WTIA has completed our renewal work and we want to send a huge
value your business and working with you. We have some updates to
Thank you for your continued support of the WTIA Health Program; we
to making sure your clients get the white glove service they
deserve.
Local clinical management and account management here in
largest nationwide network Choice Plus with no referrals
Program Benefits
It's called Smart Brevity®. Hundreds of orgs use it — in a tool
Like this email style and format?
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this edition. Your responses will
help us create better content for you!
— to drive productivity with clearer workplace
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